Client Newsletter
More than just Mine and Engineering Survey
Survey Group has evolved with the demands of the resource
and land development industries.
Utilising the latest technologies available we have ensured
that we can support your project from inception,
construction, commissioning and through the rest of its
operational life, be it urban development, oil and gas plant or
mining infrastructure.
Our Latest services allow us to locate and map underground
services, take aerial photographs using UAVs and even aid in
managing your plant control rooms or difficult to access areas,
through the creation of virtual interactive 3D photography.
Being locally based in Port Hedland, Newman and Perth we
are positioned perfectly to meet any local requirements and
know what it takes to live and work in both remote and urban
environments.
To discuss these services or any other area where we might be
able to provide assistance please call Ben Simpson on
0407479686 or email us at info@surveygroup.com.au
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WELCOME to Survey Groups
first Client Newsletter!
In this Edition we introduce the full
range of services Survey Group
provides to its diverse range of
clients.
You may only know us for our
Mining and Engineering surveys, or
perhaps we provide you with
feature surveys of single lots, but
did you know that we have the
capacity to locate mark-up and map
underground services, carry out
boundary reestablishments or even
complete virtual condition surveys
prior to construction?
In future newsletters we will
explore case studies where new
technologies and novel application
of survey have fulfilled our clients
scope of works.
Feel free to give us a call and find
out where we might be able to aid
your new or current projects.
Whatever your idea, whatever your
problem, we are here to listen!
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OUR SERVICES AND CAPABILITIES
Mining
Survey Group provides professional consulting services to the mining
industry of Australia.
We are authorised grade 1 and 2 Surveyors offering a complete service
in both open cut and underground mines, including full site servicing,
coverage for surveyors, short term contracts, mining lease surveys,
auditing and reconciliation, tender consulting and many more.

Engineering
High precision, accuracy and reliability is guaranteed with all of our
Engineering and Civil surveying. We have the right equipment and
expertise to supply our clients with what we stand by.
Our services include, fixed plant structural surveys, stockyard plant
alignments, civil bulk earthworks, construction survey, auditing and
even providing measurement of works done for your monthly claims!

Cadastral
Land Development can be a complicated process!
Our Cadastral department specialise in guiding our clients on their
journey through land development, subdivisions, boundary
reestablishment, feature surveys and strata title. We can provide
consulting on the development process and liaising with the regulatory
departments for approvals.

Scanning
Survey group maintains an advanced vehicle mounted long range
terrestrial laser scanning system.
From vast expanses such as open cut mines, through to built-up urban
survey challenges, our laser scanning system can produce top shelf
survey information quickly and risk-free
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Underground Service Detection & Mapping
For a long time now the detection, marking and mapping of
underground services has required expensive third party service
providers, as well as survey, to complete the task. With Survey Groups
integration of the latest detection technology we can now locate, mark
up and survey the underground services at the same time, saving you
logistical planning, time and ultimately considerable money in the
process.

UAV Aerial Photography & Mapping
Survey Group can now provide its clients with fast, economical aerial
photography and mapping. These tools are ideal for the evaluation of
infrastructure corridors, volumetric surveys, environmental mapping
and built and natural environment change monitoring. So whether you
need tools for your decision making process, monitoring of natural
disasters or you just want to capture a map of your assets from the air,
we have the tools to achieve this.

Virtual Asset Management & Condition Surveys
Need to perform a condition survey prior to construction? Do you have
control, plant or switch room that you need to manage remotely? Do
you carry out inductions for new staff for remote areas?
Survey Group has a unique tool that can make all of these tasks much
simpler by creating a 3D virtual interactive space that is much more
intuitive to explore and understand for your clients and your staff!

GIS Capture Processing & Management
With the wide array of data capture available to Survey Groups clients
we provide a single point of collating this information into a
Geographical Information System, or GIS. Through this we can provide
services overlays to mines, model water catchments, integrate current
and historical aerial imagery. Chances are if it relates to spatial
information, Survey Group can model it, analyses it and report on it!
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OUR LOCATIONS
Survey Group is located in two key locations within the Pilbara region of Western Australia to best
serve our client’s needs. From these offices we can support our surveyors efficiently and
professionally to ensure our clients receive the best possible and most effective survey services.
These offices are in turn supported by our Perth Corporate office located in Osborne Park. From here
we can support not only our regional operations, but support our Perth and surrounding clients, with
all the services we are known for in the Pilbara.

Port Hedland Office
Contact:
Ph:
PORT HEDLAND
NEWMAN

Greg Cooney
0447 900 632

Newman Office
Contact:
Ph:

Ben Simpson
0407 479 686

Perth Office
Contact:
Ph:

PERTH

Michael Batchelor
0488 132 823

OUR PROJECTS
Roy Hill
Survey for Rail Camps and Rail Corridor works
Sino Iron Ore Cape Preston – MCC Mining and Citic Pacific
Audit surveyor construction of Cape Preston Site.
FMG Solomon Hub – NRW Mining
Civil and Mine Surveying
BHPBIO P118 Piling and Structural Upgrade – Port Hedland – Total
AMS
Engineering Survey for wharf construction and marine piling.
Wheatstone Clearing and Grubbing Site works – Thiess
Civil Engineering Survey
BHPBIO OB18,OB24, Area C and Wheelara Mining – MacMahon
Mine Survey
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Our Commitment to Quality
Survey Group is committed to providing our client with a quality service.
This is something we hear form every supplier, but what does this really
mean? We see the “5 tick” symbol when a business has “ticked the boxes” for external certification,
but how do you know that it doesn’t just represent a paper trail?

At Survey Group our core business philosophy is that “every project should be done safely,
correctly, first time, on time, every time.”
Survey Group developed its quality system around this philosophy, ensuring our employees are
provided with the guidance and training to maintain this philosophy and have the tools anytime they
need them through the innovative and intuitive use of intranet based quality processes that logically
lead our staff down the correct path.
We are currently in the final processes of the certification with ISA Global, but at Survey Group we
believe that this certification is not the goal of the process, but a vilification of our systems and
philosophies.

Our Commitment to Safety
Similarly our philosophy towards safety is guided by our core belief that our staff should “Get
Thinking, Get Safe, Get home”.
We support our staff in “getting home” through our stringent processes, workshops and
encouraging our staff to develop our safe work procedures. After all, who knows best how to safely
and effectively complete a project than the people who are actually doing it!
In further developing a safe working environment for our staff Survey Group has partnered with a
leading fleet tracking business to develop a cutting edge automated remote journey management,
and remote worker monitoring systems. This will be available to vehicles, whether or not they are
fitted with GPS tracking devices! Watch This Space!
We are also in the final stages of certifying our Safety systems though ISA Global, regarded as THE
benchmark in the certification of meaningful and effective processes and systems.

Survey Group on LinkedIn
Finally, Survey Group is now an established presence on LinkedIn, our chosen form of “professional”
media. Through this platform we can keep our clients and staff abreast of our latest services, news
that affect our industries and some fun snippets from within the heart of Survey Group.
So, feel free to follow us at

or visit our website WWW.SURVEYGROUP.COM.AU
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